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The Effect of Honeycomb Core Thickness on the
Repeated Low-Velocity Impact Behavior of Sandwich
Beams
By Saddam Hussein Abo Sabah*, Ahmad Beng Hong Kueh±,
Megat Azmi Megat Johari‡ & Taksiah A Majid
In a recent study, a new bio-inspired honeycomb sandwich beam (BHSB)
mimicking the head configuration of the woodpecker was developed. The beam
consists of two carbon/epoxy composite face sheets, aluminum honeycomb core,
and rubber core to enhance the repeated low-velocity impact resistance of
sandwich structures. This paper aims to numerically enhance the repeated lowvelocity impact resistance of the BHSB via optimizing the aluminum honeycomb
core thickness. The beam was investigated employing three core thicknesses: 20
mm, 25 mm, and 30 mm at three impact energy levels (13.5 J, 15.55 J, 21.43 J).
The results revealed that increasing the thickness of the aluminum honeycomb
core to a certain level enhances the sandwich beam stiffness. The beam with the
25 mm honeycomb core thickness was the only beam that can sustain five
repeated impacts achieving the highest impact resistance efficiency index,
especially at high energy levels. Furthermore, the bottom face sheet of this beam
developed the lowest stresses indicating that this thickness has a relatively
better performance during impact events since it allowed minimal stress to
reach the bottom face sheet. Overall, increasing the aluminum core thickness
will increase the height of its cells subjecting it to buckling phenomenon.
Therefore, this study suggests that the optimal thickness of the aluminum
honeycomb core should be 65% of the overall thickness of the sandwich beam to
have the best impact resistance.
Keywords: sandwich beams, core thickness, impact behavior, finite element
analysis, modeling

Introduction
The application of fiber reinforced composite sandwich structures in various
engineering areas such as civil, mechanical, automotive engineering is on the
increase due to the high speciﬁc strength, high stiffness, lightweight, and corrosion
resistance that these structures possess (Fatt and Park 2001). Yet, these structures
are vulnerable under heavy objects, tool drops, bird strikes, and loadings impacts.
Impact loads can significantly damage sandwich structures both internally and
externally and reduce their tensile, compressive, shear, and bending strength. Thus,
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many researchers have been proposing new strategies and designs to improve the
impact resistance of these structures, rendering them an interesting research topic.
Many researchers such as Aminanda et al. (2009) and Williams et al. (2008)
have investigated the impact behavior of sandwich structures with various core
types under low-velocity impact. Fatt and Park (2001) examined the common
failure modes of a sandwich panel with a polymer core and found that the panel
experienced both skin fracture and core shear. Yang et al. (2015) also studied the
energy absorption of foam-filled sandwich panels with six types of skins. Panels
with pure carbon skins showed poor impact resistance, while panels with pure
glass skins displayed preferable properties among all the specimens. Compston et
al. (2006) investigated the energy absorption capability of two sandwich structures
under low and high velocity impacts loading having different cores: aluminum
foam and PVC foam. It was found that both structures had similar energy
absorption capabilities, but the damages were different. The sandwich with the
PVC foam core experienced a localized damage in the form of matrix cracking
and core indentation at low energies and skin fracture and core crushing at high
energies. On the other hand, the aluminum foam sandwich structure experienced
skin buckling and cell crushing at both energies.
Kolopp et al. (2013) experimentally subjected a sandwich structure to
medium-velocity impacts (120 m/s) to be used as armor for aeronautical
applications by investigating two skin types, aluminum plates and dry aramid
stitched fabrics, and two core types, aluminum and Nomex honeycombs. It was
found that the dry stitched fabrics with aluminum honeycomb core exhibited better
performance due to its lightweight and strong bonding between the top skin and
the core.
Recently, researchers started to adopt the new concept of having dual-core
sandwich structures. Heimbs et al. (2010) developed three-dimensional structures
from a flat sheet of material by a simple folding process in order to reduce impact
damage. They compared the behavior of a dual-core sandwich structure with a
single core sandwich structure under low-velocity impact. The test was conducted
on a drop tower with a hemi-spherical steel impactor and the impact location was
chosen to be in the middle of the upper skin. The dual cores were of carbon and
aramid fiber reinforced polymer and separated by a carbon fiber reinforced
polymer layer. They reported that the stiffness and strength properties of sandwich
structures with a dual-core system are extremely higher than those of single-core
ones. Abo Sabah et al. (2017) compared the behavior of a bio-inspired dual-core
sandwich beam with a conventional one under low-velocity impacts. The results
showed that the dual-core sandwich beam showed a superior impact performance.
In addition, Xiong et al. (2012) tested two-layer composite pyramidal-core
sandwich panels under both compression and impact, and they compared their
performance with glass ﬁber woven textile truss cores. It was concluded that the
two-layer carbon ﬁber composite pyramidal truss cores have comparable speciﬁc
energy absorptions versus glass ﬁber woven textile truss cores. Thus, it is obvious
that a dual-core system can enhance the impact resistance of sandwich structures.
Furthermore, Jiang and Shu (2005) studied the local displacement of a sandwich
structure when subjected to low-velocity impact. The structure consisted of two
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cores and an internal sheet inserted between the two cores. The purpose of the
internal layer is to spread the impact energy to the whole panels, instead of
concentrating the impact energy on a local area of the impact. The results showed
that the local displacement of the core was reduced signiﬁcantly.
Kılıçaslan et al. (2013) investigated the impact behavior of layered trapezoidal
and corrugated aluminum cores (7 cores) and aluminum skins sandwich structures.
The simulation and experimental results revealed that the main deformation
mechanisms were the progressive ﬁn folding of corrugated core layer and bending
of interlayer and skins.
In a most recent work, a bio-inspired honeycomb sandwich beam (BHSB) that
consists of two carbon ﬁber reinforced plastic (CFRP) face sheets (top and bottom)
and a dual-core system (rubber and aluminum honeycomb) was developed to
improve the repeated low-velocity impact resistance of sandwich structures (Abo
Sabah et al. 2017). Both experimental and numerical investigations were
conducted, and the results exhibited that the impact resistance of the BHSB was
better by five folds than that of the conventional sandwich beam. The repeated
low-velocity impact behavior of the BHSB was also investigated, and its impact
performance was 1.65–16.22 times higher than that of the conventional design
(Abo Sabah et al. 2018). The failure mode maps for this bio-inspired beam under
single and repeated low-velocity impacts were also constructed in Abo Sabah et al.
(2019).
In spite of the fact that many failure modes can be experienced after lowvelocity impact, face yield, face wrinkle, core failure, and indentation are the four
major modes of failure (McCormack et al., 2001). While a low-velocity impact
does not normally cause perforation to the structure, the damage becomes confined
to the upper skin, core shearing, and minor damage in the lower skin. The damage
in the impacted zone of the skin is always localized under the impactor due to the
core (Lin and Fatt 2006). For thick composite skins, cracks always develop in the
first layer due to the high contact stresses during an impact, while for thin
composite skins, cracks appear in the lowest layer due to bending stresses. When
increasing the impact energy, the cracks start to propagate until they reach the
interface of the consequent layer. After that, matrix cracks develop at the interface
creating interlaminar stresses allowing the occurrence of delamination. According
to Dear et al. (2005), with an increase in energy, fiber breakage takes place and
then indentation develops on the surface of the top skin indicating serious damage.
Zhou et al. (2006) indicated that the properties of the core have a great influence
on the sandwich structure damage initiation mechanisms since cores have lower
densities compared to skins. Honeycomb cores, for instance, fail by buckling and
crushing at the impacted region (Dear et al. 2005). Core crushing is usually
associated with folds and wrinkles in the cells. The aluminum honeycomb core
crushing mechanism has been extensively investigated by Mohr and Doyoyo
(2003, 2004). It was suggested that buckling takes place just before the peak load
and this buckling alters the cell wall stress state of the homogenous membrane
causing concentrations of stress along the boundaries of the core wall. As a result,
plastic collapse occurs at the edges of the honeycombs. Zhang and Ashby (1992)
examined the core crushing mechanisms of Nomex honeycomb cores. Their
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crushing behavior appeared to be somewhat complicated compared to the
aluminum honeycombs. Even though the folds in the cells’ walls were similar, the
angles of these folds appeared to be sharper in Nomex due to the difference in the
materials plasticity. Anderson and Madenci (2000) also identified the dynamic
crash behavior of bio-inspired sandwich structures composed of carbon ﬁber
reinforced plastic (CFRP) panels and aluminum honeycomb. The CFRP skins
failed by matrix cracking and fiber breakage, while the aluminum honeycomb core
experienced shear, crushing, and buckling.
The numerical simulations are necessary in the development process of
sandwich structures. They are an efficient approach to explore the behavior of both
small and large structures reducing both time and cost. Moreover, models
developed via finite element can be efficiently optimized and can be easily adjusted
to suit any complex structure. Many researchers have used different finite element
softwares such as ABAQUS and LS-DYNA to simulate the low-velocity impact
event in sandwich structures. Therefore, finite element models are a powerful
method frequently used by authors to simulate the structural behavior and damage
modes of sandwich structures. Heimbs et al. (2010) developed dynamic finite
element simulations using LS-DYNA to investigate the single low-velocity impact
behavior of textile-reinforced foldcores sandwich structures. The behavior of the
foldcores structures was compared with the behavior of the single core structures.
It was found that foldcores structures have a better impact resistance. Because of
the diverse skin and core failure modes they aimed to cover, the models required a
high degree of complexity. The models’ results showed very good agreement with
the experimental data. Ivañez and Sanchez-Saez (2013) numerically modeled the
low-velocity impact behavior of honeycomb core sandwich beams with ABAQUS.
Their models were also verified through experimentally conducting single lowvelocity tests. Solid and shell elements were used to mesh the skins and core,
respectively. The skin behavior was molded through a VUMAT subroutine based
on the Hou failure criteria. It was found that the core dominates the energy
absorption of the sandwich beam especially at low energies. Zhu and Chai (2013)
used ABAQUS/Explicit to simulate the initiation of damage, evolution, and failure
modes of composite sandwich panels subjected to single low-velocity impacts.
Burlayenko and Sadowski (2012) used ABAQUS to analyze free vibrations and
steady-state dynamic behavior of sandwich plates initially damaged by single lowvelocity impacts. Santiuste et al. (2010) predicted the failure modes of sandwich
beams under single impacts by implementing Hou and Hashin failure criteria
through a user subroutine VUMAT in ABAQUS/ Explicit. The numerical results
of load and displacement agreed well with the experimental results.
This study aims to optimize the thickness of the BHSB in order to decide the
ideal thickness that further improves its performance against repeated low-velocity
impacts. The thicknesses of the face sheets (top and bottom) and rubber core are
kept constant. The sandwich beam is tested numerically with three different core
thicknesses: 20 mm, 25 mm, and 30 mm, and the impact energies used in this
study are 13.5 J, 15.55 J, and 21.43 J. The beams are compared in terms of impact
characteristics, stress propagation, failure modes, damage area, and absorbed
energy. An impact resistance efficiency index (Ie) is also introduced to evaluate the
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overall performance of the numerically tested beams.

Low-Velocity Impact Finite Element Simulation
Bio-Inspired Sandwich Beam Description
For the optimization process, the four-layer bio-inspired sandwich beam
layout developed by Abo Sabah et al. (2017) based on the woodpecker’s head
configuration was adopted. Figure 1 depicts that the beak of the woodpecker’s
head was represented with a CFRP layer due to its high strength, and it formed the
first protective layer against impact damage. The rubber layer represented the hyoid
as the beam’s Core I, and its function was to distribute and absorb the stresses
caused by the impact event so that the next layers of the structure were protected.
The aluminum honeycomb layer employed as Core II bio-mimicked the
woodpecker's spongy bone to suppress any further impact. The fourth and last
layer was another CFRP layer representing the woodpecker’s skull bone.
Figure 1. (a) The Woodpecker's Head Configuration (b) Bio-Inspired Honeycomb
Sandwich Beam

(a)

(b)

Source: Abo Sabah et al. 2017.

Material Mechanical Properties
The face sheets (top and bottom layers) consisted of twelve layers of
unidirectional T350/EP-1006 CFRP. Table 1 presents the properties of a single
unidirectional T350/EP-1006 CFRP layer employed in this study (Abo Sabah et al.
2017).
Core I was a 3-mm-thick rubber with a density of 2000 kg/m3 while Core II
was a 5052-aluminum honeycomb having a cell size of 8 mm and a density of
2700 kg/m3. The CFRP face sheet had a total thickness of 4.85 mm and a stacking
sequence of [0/∓90]4S. With the variation of the beam’s thickness, the dimensions
of the beam were 300 mm × 25 mm. The impactor was a 3 kg hemispherical steel
with a 12 mm diameter. The density, Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s ratio of the
impactor were 8050 kg/m3, 210 GPa, and 0.3, respectively.
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Modeling Description
ABAQUS 6.13-1/Explicit (2013) was employed to simulate the behavior of
the sandwich beams subjected to five repeated low-velocity impact. The face
sheets (top and bottom) and the aluminum honeycomb core were discretized with
4-node shell elements with reduced integration (S4R) while the rubber core was
discretized with 8-node linear brick elements with reduced integration (C3D8R).
The 4-node linear tetrahedron elements (C3D4) were utilized to discretize the
hemispherical steel impactor.
To optimize the accuracy and computational time, the sandwich beams were
finely meshed near the impact and support regions while the other regions were
meshed with coarser elements. With the assumption that bonding between the
beam layers was perfect, the surface-based tie constrain was used to simulate the
adhesive bonding. The sandwich beam boundary conditions in this study are
shown in Figure 2 where ux; uy; and uz are the translations in the X-, Y-, and Zdirections, respectively whereas
are the rotations about the X-, Y- and
Z-axes, respectively. Using the predefined field, the velocity for each energy level
was assigned. The beams were impacted at the center and repeated up to ﬁve times;
the impact event was halted if the beam experienced ultimate failure before
reaching the ﬁfth impact.
Figure 2. Numerical Model with Boundary Conditions

The aluminum honeycomb core (Core II) was modeled as an elasto-plastic
material by defining the elastic part using the "Elastic Isotropic" option and the
plastic part using the "Plastic Isotropic". Ductile and shear damage models were
also incorporated to define the aluminum honeycomb core. The top and bottom
face sheets were modeled as an elastic material using the properties presented in
Table 1. The face sheets failure criteria introduced by Hashin (1980) were
employed. The adopted failure criteria are described by the following conditions:
Tensile ﬁber failure (
(

)

(

)

):
{

(1)
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Table 1. Properties of Unidirectional t350/ep-1006 Composite [8]
Property

Value
3

998.33

Density, (kg/m )
Longitudinal stiffness, E1 (MPa)

123387.35

Transverse stiffness, E2 (MPa)

8372.19

Poisson’s ratio, v12

0.319

In-plane shear modulus, G12 (MPa)

4278.57

Out-of-plane shear modulus, G13 (MPa)

4278.57

Out-of-plane shear modulus, G23 (MPa)

2968.86

Longitudinal tensile strength,

926.05

(MPa)

Longitudinal compressive strength, Xc (MPa)

345.60

Transverse tensile strength, Yt (MPa)

8

Transverse compressive strength, Yc (MPa)

57.60

Longitudinal shear strength, St (MPa)
Transverse shear strength, Sc (MPa)

19.45
19.45

Source: Abo Sabah et al. 2017.

where
is the longitudinal tensile strength,
is the longitudinal compressive
strength,
is the transverse tensile strength,
is the transverse compressive
strength, is the longitudinal shear strength, is the transverse shear strength,
taken as 1.0 is a coefficient that determines the contribution of the shear stress, and
are the effective stresses.
Finally, the rubber core was modeled as a hyperelastic material using the
Mooney-Rivlin model. The Mooney-Rivlin model strain energy is deﬁned in the
following (Zhou et al. 2012):
(5)

where

,

, and

are the rubber parameters,
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are the strain invariants, and
√ is the elastic volume ratio. The
element removal feature in ABAQUS/Explicit was performed for both cores and
skin sheets. When the damage criteria for any element were fulfilled, the element
was eliminated.

Results and Discussion
The results of the dynamic behaviors of BHSB subjected to repeated lowvelocity impacts for various aluminum honeycomb core thicknesses numerically
compared at impact energies of 13.5 J, 15.55 J, and 21.43 J are discussed in this
section.
Impact Characteristics
Figure 3 depicts the load-time behaviors of the sandwich beams at energy
level 13.5 J. It is seen that the first impact peak load for all beam thicknesses is the
highest as compared to the subsequent impacts except for that with core thickness
30 mm. The peak force for the 30 mm core thick beam at the fifth impact is the
highest (6521 N) as depicted in Figure 3(c). The unloading part of the curve at the
fifth impact shows a sudden drop behavior indicating that the beam undergone
serious damage. The contact durations for all beams increase as the number of
impacts increases due to the progression of damage within each beam, which
reduced the sandwich beam stiffness.
The load-time curves for the three beams at 15.55 J are depicted in Figure 4.
The results show that the first impact peak load is varying from one thickness to
another. The force peak dropped as the number of impacts increased and that is
because no compaction of the beam occurred during the impact event so that the
stiffness deteriorated. The contact durations also increased with each impact
indicating that damage propagates steadily with the number of impacts.
Figure 5 illustrates the numerical load history curves for the five impacts at
the highest energy level 21.43 J. It is noticed that the peak of the impact force
reduced with the increase of the impact number. Only the beam with 25 mm
aluminum honeycomb core thickness could sustain five repeated impacts while the
other two beams failed at the fourth impact. This indicates that the 25 mm core
beam could sustain its stiffness which enabled it to withstand the fifth impact. By
closely inspecting the fourth impact of the three beams, the 25 mm aluminum
honeycomb core peak force was higher compared to those of the other two beams.
Thus, the 25 mm aluminum honeycomb core improved the performance of the
sandwich beam under repeated low-velocity impacts. In addition, the impact
durations for all beams were proportional to the number of impacts due to the
progression of damage within each beam which reduced the stiffness of the
sandwich beam.
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Figure 3. BHSB Contact Force-Time Curves for Five Repeated Impacts at Energy
Level 13.5 J for Aluminum Core Thicknesses of a) 20 mm, b) 25 mm, c) 30 mm

(a)

(b)

(c)

Stress Propagation
Figure 6 depicts the maximum principal stresses of the bottom face sheets for
the various honeycomb core thicknesses under repeated impact energies of 13.5 J,
15.55 J, and 21.43 J. The stresses in the three beams were proportional to the
impact energy. The stress in the bottom sheet of the 20 mm core beam behaved
arbitrary at 21.43 J due to the severity of damage. On the contrary, the bottom skin
of the beam with honeycomb core thickness of 25 mm developed the lowest
stresses, especially at higher impact energy (21.43 J) because this thickness
maintained the stiffness during the impact event by suppressing the contact forces
and allowing only minimal forces to be transferred to the bottom face sheet. The
25 mm core beam stresses decreased as the impact number increased, and that is
due to the compaction process which maintains the beam stiffness during the
impact event (Sevkat et al. 2010). This indicates that the performance of this core
thickness was relatively better. The 30 mm core beam developed stresses higher
than those of the 25 mm core beam, especially in Figure 6(c). From Figure 6(c), it
is apparent that the beam stresses increased with the impact number increase
signifying that the stiffness of the beam has deteriorated allowing more contact
forces to be transferred into the bottom face sheet. Generally, it can be said that
both 25 mm and 30 mm core beams were comparable. Nevertheless, when the
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impact energy increased, the beam with the 25 mm core exhibited a much better
performance. In other words, the 25 mm core thickness enhanced the beam
stiffness and did not expose the core cells to buckling. Like the 25 mm core
thickness, the 20 mm core thickness did not expose the beam to buckling but it did
not contribute much to the beam stiffness.
Finally, the 30 mm core thickness added stiffness to the beam but at the same
time it exposed the beam to buckling reducing its damage resistance because each
cell in the core acted as a slender column.
Figure 4. BHSB Contact Force-Time Curves for Five Repeated Impacts at Energy
Level 15.55 J for Aluminum Core Thicknesses of a) 20 mm, b) 25 mm, c) 30 mm

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Figure 5. BHSB Contact Force-Time Curves for Five Repeated Impacts at Energy
Level 21.43 J for Aluminum Core Thicknesses of a) 20 mm, b) 25 mm, c) 30 mm

(a)

(b)

(c)

Failure Modes
For 13.5 J, Figure 7 shows that the three beams were capable of withstanding
five impacts with some matrix cracking and fiber breakage (MCFB).
The three cores also experienced no sign of damage. The damage areas in the
20 mm, 25 mm, and 30 mm honeycomb core beams after the fifth hit were 356.83
mm2, 306.09 mm2, and 308.89 mm2, respectively.
The damage morphologies for 15.55 J are shown in Figure 8. The 30 mm core
beam developed the largest damage area in both top face sheet and core. Its core
experienced some crushing at the impacted zone. The top face sheets of the 20 mm
and 25 mm beams had damages in the forms of matrix cracking and fiber breakage.
Their cores also exhibited minor crushing under the point of impact. The total
damage areas were 395.06 mm2, 334.23 mm2, and 413.84 mm2 for the 20 mm, 25
mm, and 30 mm core beams, respectively.
Figure 9 shows the numerical failure modes the beams experienced at the end
of the repeated impact event of 21.43 J. It is obvious that the 20 mm and 30 mm
cores beams suffered severe damages in both upper face sheets and cores. The
cores experienced buckling and shear at the impact zone. By investigating the 25
mm core beam (Figure 9 (b)), it is noticed that the beam underwent some upper
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skin matrix cracking and fiber breakage (MCFB) while the core experienced only
some buckling at the impact point. The calculated damage areas for the 20 mm, 25
mm, and 30 mm core beams at this energy level were 519.98 mm2, 404.65 mm2,
and 468.5 mm2, respectively.
Figure 6. The Five Impacts Maximum Principal Stresses in the Bottom Face Sheets
of the Beams with 20 mm, 25 mm, and 30 mm Honeycomb Cores Thicknesses at
Energy Levels: a) 13.5 J, b) 15.55 J, c) 21.43 J

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Figure 7. Repeated Impact Damage of Honeycomb Core Thicknesses a) 20 mm, b)
25 mm, c) 30 mm at 13.5 J.

(a)

(b)

(c)

In each view, top row = skin top view; bottom row = core side view.

Figure 8. Repeated Impact Damage of Honeycomb Core Thicknesses a) 20 mm, b)
25 mm, c) 30 mm at 15.55 J

(a)

(b)

(c)

In each view, top row = skin top view; bottom row = core side view.
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Figure 9. Repeated Impact Damage of Honeycomb Core Thicknesses a) 20 mm, b)
25 mm, c) 30 mm. at 21.43

(a)

(b)

(c)

In each view, top row = skin top view; bottom row = core side view.

It can be concluded that BHSB with 25 mm core thickness had a better impact
resistance. Increasing the thickness of the honeycomb core increased the height of
its individual cells. As a result, the cells behaved like a column subjected to higher
possibility of buckling phenomenon like the analogy of column, the higher the
column goes it is easier for it to buckle because of its slenderness.
Figure 10 shows the behavior of damage area for BHSB with the 20 mm, 25
mm, and 30 mm honeycomb core thicknesses. The damage in the beams increased
as the energy of impact increased. BHSB with 25 mm core thickness experienced
the lowest damage for all impact energies indicating that this thickness improved
the damage resistance of BHSB.
Figure 10. Impact Damage Area vs. Impact Energy for BHSB with Different
Honeycomb Core Thicknesses
550

Damage area (mm2)

500

20 mm
25 mm
30 mm

450
400
350
300
12

14

16
18
Impact energy (J)

20
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Absorbed Energy
Figure 11. BHSB Five Impacts Energy Curves for the 20 mm Honeycomb Core
Beam at a) 13.5 J, b)15.55J, c) 21.43 J

(a)

(c)

Figure 11 exhibits the energy curves for honeycomb core thickness of 20 mm
for the three impact energies since there was a change in the behavior more than
those of 25 mm and 30 mm core thicknesses. At energy levels 15.55 J and 21.43 J,
the beams could only sustain loads up to the fourth impact, and the absorbed
energy fluctuated from one hit to another. The energy curve of the fourth impact at
energy level 21.43 kept increasing after reaching the peak as an indication that
perforation has taken place in the beam. The fluctuation of the absorbed energy
was due to the compaction process which made the beams sometimes tougher and
enabled them to absorb more energy at the successive impacts.
Impact Resistance Efficiency Index
A preferred sandwich structure is the one that has the capability to absorb
more energies, resist higher loads, and minimize the area of damage. Therefore, an
impact resistance efficiency index (Ie) was introduced in this study to obtain a
meaningful impact performance assessment. It was calculated using the following:
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(6)
where
is the absorbed energy,
is the maximum contact force, is the
gravitational acceleration,
is the maximum stress in the sandwich beam,
is the damage area,
is the mass of the sandwich beam, and is the sandwich
beam total thickness. Since the Ie is normalized by the thickness and mass of the
sandwich beam, the comparison is mainly focused on the performance of the
beams.
Table 2 introduces the impact resistance efficiency indices for BHSB at the
fifth impact for the three honeycomb core thicknesses. BHSB with 25 mm
honeycomb core thickness achieved the highest efficiency index, especially at
higher impact energies. However, at the lowest impact energy (13.5 J), the
efficiency index for BHSB with 30 mm honeycomb core thickness was the highest.
The efficiency indices decreased as the impact energy increased. Therefore, the 25
mm honeycomb core thickness is considered the optimized parameter in the current
case.
Table 2. Impact Resistance Efficiency Indices of BHSB at the End of the Impact
Event
Core thickness (mm)
Impact energy (J)
13.5
15.55
21.43

20

25

30

32.57
24.38
18.66

75.99
45.40
42.55

81.11
34.42
29.31

Conclusions
The numerical investigations performed in this study proved that increasing
the thickness of the aluminum honeycomb core to a certain level enhances the
sandwich beam stiffness. Among the three studied thicknesses, the beam with 25
mm honeycomb core thickness was the only beam that could sustain five repeated
impacts with the highest impact resistance efficiency index. In addition, the
bottom face sheet of this beam developed the lowest stresses for the three impact
energies. This indicates that this thickness had a relatively better performance
during the impact event since it allowed minimal stress to be transferred to the
bottom face sheet. It can be said that increasing the thickness of the honeycomb
core increases the height of its cells. When the height of the cells increases, the
cells behave like a column subjected to higher possibility of buckling phenomenon.
Like the column analogy, the higher the column goes it is easier for it to buckle
due to its slenderness. Thus, based on the findings, it is suggested that the
aluminum honeycomb core thickness should be 65% of the sandwich beam overall
thickness in order to achieve the best repeated low-velocity impact resistance.
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